Reconstruction of quadriceps extensor mechanism at child, three months after “sleeve fracture of patella”

Abstract
Fractures of distal pole of patella are usually adequately cured and most often unrecognised. Children between the third and sixth year have often been affected by this kind of fracture. This is one of the most frequent types of patella fracture that is found at skeletal immature persons. Injuries are often overlooked on the first medical examination and x-ray scanning is not properly read because relatively small part of bone can be seen while the greater part of patella is cartilaginous. It is necessary, in this case, to do detailed clinical examination. The case of unsuccessful conservatively cured fracture of distal patella pole, at ten years old boy, is shown here. This case lead to appearance of re fracture that happened during running after which the boy hasn’t seen orthopaedist for three months. Patella atlas and repressed distal fragment with ligament of patella have been appointed. Reconstructive surgery had been done and has been followed by intensive physical therapy in a period of three months. After treatment period results were; active and passive knee mobility, painless movement as well as returning back to sport activities. Even three months after injury it is possible to have successful reconstruction of re-fracture of distal patella pole at children’s age of ten.
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Introduction
Patella is ossesamoideum and important part of quadriceps extensor mechanism. Ossification of immature bone begins in a period from third to sixth year. Percentage of patella fracture at skeletal immature persons is low and makes 6% of total number of patella fractures. Moreover, sleeve patella fractures at skeletal immature persons are frequent. It is very easy to make mistake upon making diagnoses with x-ray photograph because very small piece of lower patella pole is cartilaginous. It is necessary, in this case, to do detailed clinical examination. This invisible part could be clearly determined by MRI. Open reposition and fixation are essential in order to have good result at child with dislocated sleeve fractures of patella. Conservative treatment can be resulted with bad restitution of extensor leg apparatus as well as ossification of patella ligament.

Case study
The patient, who suffered injuries during sport activities, is presented in this work. The patient has felt strong pain in the front part of joint after he had forced extensions from flexion knee position. After his arrival at Emergency service, x-ray photograph has been made (Figure 1). This x-ray shows sleeve type of fracture and during clinical examination certain preservation of extensor apparatus has been determined and at the same time conservatively treatment with immobilisation has been recommended. After four weeks immobilisation period, the patient, with protective bandage, is sent to physical therapy. In the following period physical therapist perceived slow rehabilitation of extension reinforcement as well as presence of swelling two months after the beginning of treatment. The patient continued to walk with dynamic orthosis and returned to sport activities. Even three months after injury it is possible to have successful reconstruction of re-fracture of distal patella pole at children’s age of ten.

Discussion
Patella fractures are rare at skeletal immature persons and incidence mentioned is rising with years. They appear at sports which have bigger demands and stress on the extensor apparatus of the leg. This all happens when produced contraction forces perform impulsive extension with leg which is blocked with some kind of obstacle or mechanism of forced extension from flexion position.

A bone, at young person up to the age of six, is protected from injuries with large layer of cartilage. The fact that cartilage constitutes the bigger part of broken fragment leads us toward the fact that x-ray...
never shows signs of sleeve fracture whereas a healing is directed with another protocol. MRI, in these cases, could help to appoint exact diagnoses. Clinical palpable emptiness, lack of extension function as well as “empty” quadriceps, high riding patella presented on lateral x-ray, are signs that indicate fracture of lower pole of patella. Complications after surgery treatment are rare, but sometimes certain aspects are present like; certain lack of flexion, ectopic ossification, hypertrophy of lower patella, and rarely avascular necrosis of the knee cap can occur because vascularisation comes from the front wall of lower pole.

Conclusion

Sleeve type of fracture is often overlooked at children because of difficulties during diagnoses procedure and estimation of the function of freshly injured knee, which all is necessary for making correct diagnoses. Treatment is determined according the function of extensor apparatus after injury and x-ray photograph. Reconstruction at unsuccessful conservative treatment is possible, what is presented in this case, where a satisfying result has been achieved.
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Figure 1 X-rays of patellar sleeve fracture.

Figure 2 Full extension after treatment of sleeve fracture of patella.

Figure 3 Flexion after treatment of sleeve fracture of patella.
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